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Special edition: Graduation

Laikipia’s Huge Stride
as 90 Staff Graduate

A total of 90 County Government of Laikipia Staff members graduated with Post Graduate Diploma in
Project Management during DeKUT’s 12th Graduation ceremony on May 26 2022. this is the first batch as
the county works on enrolling more staff to the new programme, especially the recent recruits.
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Behold You are Given Power to Read...
A team of 90 graduates during
Dedan

Kimathi

University

of

Technology 12th graduation ceremony were from the Laikipia
county staff members, graduating
with Post Graduate Diploma in
Project Management. The 90 came
from a group of 125 who had enrolled for the course courtesy of
the County Government of Laikipia.
This is a unique programme in
the word go that it would be

time when the national govern- acquired are;
ment is implementing the Com- i. Project Management Practice

problem and project based that

petency Based Curriculum (CBC)

are real. The students (county

in the country. Sometimes the

staff) were handling the problems

questions are asked, are the Uni-

and projects in real-time.

versities ready to also provide

“The theory taught in class was to

education that is directly respon- iv. Project Finance
sive to the needs of the society,” v. Applied Project I
said Prof. Kioni. “The course the vi. Project Planning and Control

that DeKUT set the object from

be applied in the field and our
professors and other University

ii. Quantitative Methods in Project Management

iii. Leadership in Project Management

that they are implemented as

Laikipia Staff members under- vii. Project Risk Management
took demonstrates that it is prac- viii.Project Delivery Approaches

should be,” said the University

tical,” he added.

ix. Contracts Management

Vice Chancellor Prof. Ndirangu

According the University Chan-

x. Applied Project II

Kioni.

cellor Dr. Jane Nyakang'o, Laik-

xi. Integrated Cost and Schedul-

staff would inspect to warrant

professor,

ipia County has set a good pace

DeKUT has the capacity to pro-

for other counties to learn from.

xii. ICT in Project Management

vide courses that aim at solving

She said that the University is

xiii.Project Monitoring and Evalu-

existing and even future prob-

willing to work with any institu-

lems that face the world today as

tion to address the problems fac-

witnessed through development

ing the society as that is the role

of the Course to suit the needs of

of a university.

Laikipians.

Course units

“The programme has come at a

Some of the units that the group

According

to
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ing Control
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Message from the Governor

W

e have an ongoing partnership,
Laikipia County
and

Dedan

Kimathi University of Technology
on a number of fronts including
provision of engineering technical

assistance to Small Businesses in
Laikipia. But also, very importantly specific training custom-made
for our needs in Laikipia.
On Thursday May 26 2022 we accomplished a milestone when 90
of our staff members drawn from
all departments graduated with a
Post Graduate Diploma in Project

Management.
This is a very unique partnership
as the University specially created
this course for us. We are very
grateful to DeKUT for approving
this programme to train our senior
managers in project management.
I am pleased to note that the Commission for University Education
has seen the value of this course
being replicated across the coun-

We believe as Laikipia that up-

witnessed in the Laikipia is

ping our skill set in project man-

work done by the 90 graduates

agement is what allows us as a

and other county staff who have

county to execute our budget with

undergone through public re-

It is in the recognition of the fact

far greater speed and depth, while

forms.

that any government project every

achieving quality than our col-

year is comprised of thousands of

leagues.

small projects that have to be exe-

course to staff of other counties.

try. This sets Laikipia county
apart as a pace setter in matters
public service reforms.

cuted and completed within the
financial year.

The

We

recommend

exemptional

this

performance

Congratulations to the Class of

2022!
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Necessity of Course to Solving Current, Future Challenges
have been initiated, others completed, and without abandoning
since the workers know how to
manage the them.
The government has saved on resources and has set on completion of projects on time for public
use.
Some of the mega projects carried
out by the government within the
learning period of the class of
The new Look of Oljabet Smart town all done while the Post Graduate Diploma Course was on-going

2022 include Kinamba Water Project, realization of Oljabet Smart
Town, reforming the health sector, leasing programme, trans-

By Muriithi John

part of the efforts of building the

forming Solio among many oth-

ex-

capacity so that they are able to

ers.

pected to witness an

perform to expectation,” comment-

Other than this learning pro-

exemptional

ed the County Secretary Karanja

gramme, the County Government

Njora.

has also ensured numerous train-

County Government staff after

According to Njora, the need

ings take place at the department

90 of them underwent a course in

arose after a year into government

level for continuous development

Post Graduate Diploma in Pro-

regarding the completion of public

of the workforce.

ject Management. This is a way

projects, difficulties in starting of

Others include sending represent-

of ensuring continuous human
resource development.

projects and abandoning of others- atives to learn and become trainthereby indicating a gap that need- ers of trainers and thus impact

The initiative that started in 2020

ed filling.

colleagues positively.

saw a group of four cohorts en-

“We realized that there were some

“This was just the first phase and

roll at Dedan Kimathi University

gaps in terms of capacity of our

we will be enrolling the new staff

of Technology. The programme

staff, and therefore the Governor

going forward. Our wish is to

involved numerous course units,

addressed that by sending officers

give all the officers the skills nec-

all relevant and applicable in
“Reforms are continuous particu-

to DeKUT to undertake a Post- essary for delivering projects on
Graduate Diploma in Project Man- time and in good quality, the
agement,” he said.
County Secretary commented

larly where you want to improve

Since the continuous reforms in

about the graduating class of

the quality of your staff. This is

the staff started, various projects

2022.

L

aikipians

are

change

in service delivery by

solving day-to-day challenges.
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How Has it Been Working and Learning...
Paul Kimiri, Director Tourism
I started
the
course
when I
was a
tourism
Officer
in 2020. I was in the second cohort.
The course was comprehensive
and very practical as it was based
on real projects. One of the skills
acquired is on time management from planning, to execution, to
completion and commissioning of
the same.
We have had challenges of finishing a project within a budged cycle
of one year. We were also trained
on the right budgeting of a project
to avoid wastage.
My project was building a staircase
at the Thomson Falls.
We have been able to receive more
visitors at the Thompson Falls as a
result of enhanced security because
of the construction of the staircase
and side grills. It was very slippery
especially during the rainy season.
Athletes doing long distance running and tug of war team are using
it for training, something that came
as a surprise to me.
Multitasking has been the norm as
nobody was excused from work
and yet we were still expected to
do all the class assignments on
time. We learned how to work
within tight schedules.
Dorcas Korir, CO Land, Physical
Planning and Housing
Juggling between work and class
was very tedious but worth it. It
was an exciting journey learning in

class what I dealt with at my work
place. The program came at the
prime stage when we were starting
the County spatial plan.
Lessons learnt in class came in handy
during the implementation of County Spatial plan which has led to successful completion of Rumuruti spatial plan and effective management
of the ongoing County spatial plan.
Project based learning is very effective and would recommend it to any
institution and individual dealing
with projects.
I will forever be grateful to the executive and entire management of
Laikipia county government for the
great opportunity to undertake the
program.

toring and Evaluation Officer and
ASDSP’s BDO
My project was drilling and equipping of Mutara primary school
borehole. Juggling between the two
activities was tough, but I managed
to spare time for both. At times I
would listen
to the online
morning
class as I prepare to go to
work, or as I
prepared my
kids to go to
school.

Kiama Kaara,
The course has built me the necessary skill set necessary to understand different elements of projects
and the key players. I have also understood better the sequence for
different elements in projects like
BQs. I find it quite a cross cutting
programme because it does not
Boniface Nderitu, Administrator
matter what your background is,
whether in arts or sciences, but t
gives you a good baseline for how
to move sequentially in terms of
needs you need to achieve.
It is also innovative as it has not
happened anywhere else not even
in our peer counties.
It is something other counties can
The Course has equipped me with
embrace and work with nearest
skill set to better-manage the impleuniversities or even come here in
mentation, monitoring, and reportDeKUT.
ing on the projects initiated by the
County Government. I had a fruitful
experience all through the learning
process. I was tackling Maurian Water project.
Gladys Mugure, Agriculture Moni-
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DeKUT, Laikipia Partnerships Accelerate Development in the County

Laikipia made tuk tuk, BJ-50 developed in collaboration with Engineers from DeKUT

The County government of Laikipia and Dedan Kimathi University of Technology (DeKUT) have
partnered numerous times that
have brought exemplary outcomes.
The two have partnered in a bid
to provide solutions to problems
facing Laikipia as the government
aims at eradicating poverty and
making the residents empowered
economically.
Small and Medium Entrerprises
in Laikipia have also directly and
otherwise benefitted from the
partnership of the county government and Dekut.
When COVID-19 hit the country,
the devolved unit worked together with the university to train
Laikipia tailors to make face
masks and other protective gears

instead of importing the same.
Those trained became trainers to
teach the rest on the new skill that
was very necessary in fighting the
pandemic.
The university also helped in developing ventilators, which were
on high demand and unavailable
for importation.
The collaboration has seen Sagak
Tech continue developing the BJ50 tuk tuk in Laikipia west. The
engineers from the university are
in constant consultation to ensure
the tuk tuk is more beneficial.
The most recent project from the
collaboration of the two institutions is the modern cereal dryer
that Mwireri Engineering is developing with the help of engineers
from DeKUT. The new machine
has a capacity to dry 6-8 tones of

maize per hour. Thereby solving
the aflatoxins issues.
This will fix the perennial maize
storage problems, where farmers
suffer hefty losses due to aflatoxins accumulation in their maize
when stored in normal warehouses. These drying machines
will dry maize to the right standard moisture content -reducing
postharvest losses brought by
storage problems.
The partnership is set to continue
as Laikipia established to become
a manufacturing hub. The engineers from Kimathi University
will train local engineers on the
best designs of their products.
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Message From the Class President
By Benard Matu, Senior ICT
Officer
t was indeed a great pleasure to witness the DeKUT
12th graduation that marks
an awesome journey for
the graduates who have spent
their precious time juggling between class and working in various projects in Laikipia county.
There is no wonderful time to be
in Laikipia like now where residents and staff of county government witness a shift from work
as usual to a period of immense
prosperity with flagships projects being rolled out to make the
lives of Wanjiku better. We aim
to help households in Laikipia
achieve over 1000 kshs per capita
per households per day.
Standing tall and in the promises
that something good can be
made better, the graduates did
an applied project management
course whereby they had to
oversee a project in all its phases
namely planning, initiation, implementation, controls and project closure. The students were to
document all the stages of the
projects, attend live and virtual
classes, do group work and all
assignments and finally to submit four copies of the project
management documentation.
Commencing in the year 2020,
the journey had been a wonderful one learning from richly endowed and well learned professionals.

I

I vividly remember the numerous
discussion we had in the classroom
and the interactions we experienced and this did put motivation
in the projects we were undertaking. The course units were an eye
opener.
The beautiful thing about undertaking Post Graduate Diploma in
Project Management was that I
was able to immediately infuse the
skills gained into my two main
projects that I am undertaking
namely development of Laikipia
county spatial plan project and
Kalalu Smart Town Project. These
are flagship projects by the Governor as illustrated in his manifesto
and various development records
such as Kenya Vision 2030 and Big
Four Agendas which achieve the
objectives:
• Titling and proper Land use in
Laikipia
• Well planned towns in Laikipia
county
• proper allocation of resources
to various parts of Laikipia
county,
• proper drainage in all urban

centers in Laikipia county
• investment in smart towns
In line with the theory of change
the outputs of these county projects are meant to achieve outcomes of well build roads, wellrun ICT businesses, better drainages and better run health facilities which in turn impact common wananchi to achieve better
health and ultimately better lives.
Various applied project management were done by various students in various department.
The most notable thing that we
all appreciate is that dynamics
have changed and there is need to
automate project management. In
the course of learning students
were able to interact with ICT
systems such as Trello and
ICOMS the project management
module. The beauty about these
applications is the way project
tasks are visualized and then the
metrics conveyed to the various
stakeholders. Therefore, it makes
it easy to track the schedule, cost
and scope of the project.
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Graduation Ceremony Pictorial...
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